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“You understand something truly only when you can 
measure it precisely.” Lord Kelvin 

“With insufficient data it is easy to go wrong” Carl Sagan
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Dynamic universe

Dancing is creating a sculpture that is visible only for a moment.” 

― Erol Ozan

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4027025.Erol_Ozan
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Astrometry: 
The past, present & future

 Precise measurements of the 
positions and movements of 
stars and other celestial 
bodies. 

  Provides information on the 
kinematics and physical origin 
of the Solar System and our 
galaxy, the Milky Way.
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How small?

One second of arc: size of a Euro coin viewed from a distance of 5 km.

One thousandth of one second of arc:  size of an astronaut on the Moon

viewed from Earth, a golf ball in New York viewed from Europe, the 
diameter of human hair seen from 10 km, or the (angular) growth rate of 
human hair in one second when viewed from a distance of 1 m. 

Gaia: few microseconds of arc: corresponding to one Bohr radius viewed 
from a distance of 1 m. 

Such accuracies naturally pose extreme engineering challenges for 
optical quality, detector performance, and gravitational and 
thermal instrumental flexure.
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Astrometry
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Parallax
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Hipparcos (1989-1993)
 High precision parallax collecting satellite

 Accurate determination of 
proper motions and 
parallaxes of stars,  radial 
velocity 

 Hipparcos Catalogue, a high-
precision catalogue of more 
than 118,200 stars, was 
published in 1997. 

 The lower-precision Tycho 
Catalogue > million stars 

 Tycho-2 Catalogue of 2.5 
million stars was published in 
2000. 
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Space Velocity

Radial velocity is 
determined from the 
Doppler effect in the 
spectra of the 
stars. ... Proper 
motion is the rate 
of angular drift across 
the sky (measured in 
arc seconds per year) 
and is found from the 
star's change of 
position on the sky 
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Astrometry 

 Narrow angle Photometry
 Wide Angle Photometry
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GAIA
Why Space?

Bending and twinkling effects of the 
atmosphere, 

 Tiny variations in telescope alignment as 
the mountain-top observatories went 
through their endless day and night cycles 
of warming and cooling. 

The variable flexing of telescopes under 
their own weight as the huge supporting 
structures were steered to observe 
different parts of the sky added other 
unpredictable distortions..

any telescope on Earth can observe only 
part of the sky at any one time:
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GAIA: 6D revolution 
RA, Dec, parallax, RV, pmra, pmdec

Galactic Archealogy!!! Imagine!!!

Two identical, three-
mirror anastigmatic
(TMA) telescopes, 
with apertures of 
1.45 m × 0.50 m 
pointing in directions 
separated by the 
basic angle 
(Γ = 106 ◦ .5)
Accuracy of 24 
microarcsec= 42 kpc, 
 0.06arcsec pixels
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Data-Reduction Principles

Sky scans
(highest accuracy
along scan)

Scan width = 0.7°

1. Object matching in successive scans
2. Attitude and calibrations are updated
3. Objects positions etc. are solved
4. Higher-order terms are solved
5. More scans are added
6. System is iterated

Figure courtesy Michael Perryman
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 Astrometry (G < 20 mag):
 completeness to 20 mag (on-board detection)  109 stars
 accuracy: 26 μarcsec at G=15 mag (Hipparcos: 1 milliarcsec at 9 mag)
 scanning satellite, two viewing directions

  global accuracy, with optimal use of observing time
 principle: global astrometric reduction (as for Hipparcos)

 Photometry (G < 20 mag):
 astrophysical diagnostics (low-dispersion photometry) + chromaticity

Teff ~ 100 K, log g, [Fe/H] to 0.2 dex, extinction (at G=15 mag)

 Radial velocity (GRVS < 16 mag):
 accuracy: 15 km s-1 at GRVS=16 mag
 application:

 third component of space motion, perspective acceleration
 dynamics, population studies, binaries
 spectra for GRVS < 12 mag: chemistry, rotation

 principle: slitless spectroscopy in Ca triplet (845-872 nm) at R = ~10,800

Gaia: Design Considerations



Gaia: Complete, Faint, Accurate 

  Hipparcos Gaia

Magnitude limit 12 mag 20 mag
Completeness 7.3 – 9.0 mag 20 mag
Bright limit 0 mag 3 mag (assessment for brighter stars 

ongoing)

Number of objects 120,000     47 million to G = 15 mag
     360 million to G = 18 mag
   1192 million to G = 20 mag
Effective distance limit 1 kpc 50 kpc

Quasars 1 (3C 273) 500,000
Galaxies None 1,000,000
Accuracy 1 milliarcsec 7 µarcsec at G = 10 mag
   26 µarcsec at G = 15 mag
   600 µarcsec at G = 20 mag
Photometry 2-colour (B and V) Low-res. spectra to G = 20 mag
Radial velocity None 15 km s-1 to GRVS = 16 mag

Observing Pre-selected Complete and unbiased

24
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Stellar Astrophysics 

 Comprehensive luminosity calibration, for example:
 distances to 1% for ~10 million stars to 2.5 kpc
 distances to 10% for ~100 million stars to 25 kpc
 rare stellar types and rapid evolutionary phases in large numbers
 parallax calibration of all distance indicators

e.g., Cepheids and RR Lyrae to LMC/SMC

 Physical properties, for example:
 clean Hertzsprung–Russell diagrams throughout the Galaxy
 Solar-neighbourhood mass and luminosity function

e.g., white dwarfs (~400,000) and brown dwarfs (~500)
 initial mass and luminosity functions in star-forming regions
 luminosity function for pre-main-sequence stars
 detection and dating of all spectral types and Galactic populations
 detection and characterisation of variability for all spectral types
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One Billion Stars in 3D will provide …

 in our Galaxy …
 the distance and velocity distributions of all stellar populations
 the spatial and dynamic structure of the disk and halo
 its formation history
 a detailed mapping of the Galactic dark-matter distribution
 a rigorous framework for stellar-structure and evolution theories
 a large-scale survey of extra-solar planets (~7,000)
 a large-scale survey of Solar-system bodies (~250,000)

 … and beyond
 definitive distance standards out to the LMC/SMC
 rapid reaction alerts for supernovae and burst sources (~6,000)
 quasar detection, redshifts, microlensing structure (~500,000)
 fundamental quantities to unprecedented accuracy:  to 2×10-6   (2×10-5 present)
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Exo-Planets: Expected Discoveries

 Astrometric survey:
 monitoring of ~150,000 FGK stars to ~200 pc
 detection limits: ~1MJ and P < 10 years

 complete census of all stellar types, P ~ 2-9 years
 masses, rather than lower limits (m sin i)
 multiple systems measurable, giving relative inclinations

 Results expected:
 ~2000 exo-planets (single systems)
 ~300 multi-planet systems
 displacement for 47 UMa = 360 μas
 orbits for ~1000 systems
 masses down to 10 MEarth to 10 pc

 Photometric transits: ~5000

Figure courtesy François Mignard
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 Asteroids etc.:
 deep and uniform (G=20 mag) detection of all moving objects
 ~250,000 objects observed, mainly main-belt asteroids
 orbits: 30 times better than present, even after 100 years
 spin-axis direction, rotation period, shape parameters for majority
 taxonomy/mineralogical composition versus heliocentric distance
 diameters for ~1000 to 20%, masses for ~150 to 10%
 Trojan companions of Mars, Earth, and Venus
 Kuiper-Belt objects: ~50 objects to G=20 mag (binarity, Plutinos)

 Centaurs: ~50 objects

 Near-Earth Objects: 
 Amors, Apollos and Atens (4389, 5156, 811 known today) 
 ~1600 Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHA) >1 km predicted (1435 currently known)
 detection limit: 260-590 m at 1 AU, depending on albedo

Studies of the Solar System
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  ESA-only mission

  Launch: 19 December 2013 

  Launcher: Soyuz–Fregat from French Guiana

  Orbit: L2 Lissajous orbit

  Ground stations: Cebreros, New Norcia + Malargüe

  Lifetime: 5 years (1 year potential extension)
  Downlink rate: 4 - 8 Mbps

Figure Soyuz: Arianespace; figure Gaia: ESA - C. Carreau

Satellite and System
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Payload and Telescope

Figure courtesy EADS-Astrium

Two Sic primary mirrors 
1.45  0.50 m2 at 106.5°

SiC torus
(optical bench)

Basic-Angle-Monitoring (BAM) 
system

Combined 
Focal-Plane 
Assembly 
(FPA) with 106 
CCD detectors

Rotation axis (6h)

Radial-Velocity 
Spectrometer (RVS)

Superposition of two 
Fields of View (FoV)
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Focal Plane

Star motion in 10 s

Total field:
  - active area: 0.75 deg2 

  - CCDs: 14 + 62 + 14 + 12 (+ 4)
  - 4500 x 1966 pixels (TDI)
  - pixel size = 10 µm x 30 µm

    = 59 mas x 177 mas
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Basic 
Angle 
Monitor

Wave Front 
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Sky mapper:
  - detects all objects to G=20 mag
  - rejects cosmic-ray events
  - field-of-view discrimination
Astrometry:
  - total detection noise ~ 4 e-

Photometry:
  - spectro-photometer
  - blue and red CCDs
Spectroscopy:
  - high-resolution spectra
  - red CCDs
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Figure courtesy Alex Short



Sky-Scanning Principle

Spin axis         45o to Sun
Scan rate:       60 arcsec s-1

Spin period:    6 hours

3 motions:
Spin
Precession: 63 days
Revolution: 365.25 days

Figure ESA

Gaia operations
• Gaia in routine operations since July
2014
• Scanning operations with observing
strategy of continuous measuring
• Dead-time: orbit maintenance,
micrometeoroids,
decontaminations, ground
station weather
• Nominal 5-year mission ends mid-2019
• Estimated end of mission due to cold
gas exhaustion end-2023
(±1year)



Photometry Measurement Concept 

Figure courtesy EADS-Astrium

Blue photometer:
330 - 680 nm

Red photometer:
640 - 1050 nm
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Gaia photometry

• Photometric measurements: 120 billion
• G<20.7 mag
• Spectrophotometry
• 330-680 nm BP
• 640-1050 nm RP
• Astrometric measurements also 
photometric
in G-band
• In crowded regions on-board resource
allocation exhausted
• Bright limit around G=2-3 mag
• Looking into more complete data 
collection
for these stars
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Radial-Velocity Measurement Concept (2/2)

RVS spectra of F3 giant (V = 16 mag)
 S/N = 7 (single measurement)
S/N = 130 (summed over mission) 

Field of view RVS spectrograph CCD detectors

Figures courtesy David Katz



Gaia spectroscopy

• Spectroscopic measurements: 11 
billion
• G RVS <16.2 mag
• 845-872 nm with R about 11,000
• Radial Velocity Spectrometer for >100
million radial velocities
• Spectroscopy till about G RVS =12 
mag
• In crowded regions on-board resource
allocation exhausted to some extent,
but crowdedness sets in earlier
• Bright limit around G=2-3 mag



Some GAIA numbers
Once at the observation point, Gaia will start oscillating around L2 for 5 
years, travelling for about 16 million kilometres. It is like going around 
the world each year 80 times for 5 years (instead of once in 80 days…).

Over its entire lifetime, Gaia will download around 100 TeraBytes of data 
(1 TeraByte = 1 000 000 000 000 bytes). If the data were copied onto 
CD-ROMs of 737 MB capacity, a total amount of 135 685 disks would be 
needed, enough to cover a surface of 7 basketball fields. Running out of 
CD-ROMs and using DVD writable discs instead, with a capacity of 4.7 
GigaByte per DVD we would have 32 000 hours’ worth of movies, that 
is, over 3 and half years of galactic entertainment.

And at the end, how much does a star cost? Gaia will measure an 
astounding 1 billion stars in its lifetime. If the overall cost of the Gaia 
mission is €950 000 000, (including the scientific consortium)  that 
means that one star costs less than €1, overall a good deal!
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Scientific Organisation

 Gaia Science Team (GST): 
7 members + ESA Project Scientist + DPAC Executive Chair

 Scientific community:
 organised in Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC)
 450+ scientists in 20+ countries active at some level
 GREAT network for post-mission science exploitation

 Community is active and productive:
 regular Science Team / DPAC meetings
 growing archive of scientific and processing-software reports
 advance of algorithms, calibration models, accuracy models, etc.

 Data-distribution policy:
 final catalogue ~2022
 intermediate catalogues defined 

 intermediate releases starting 2016 with positions; parallaxes and proper 
motions will be added in 2017

 science-alerts data released immediately
 no proprietary data rights

http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/release
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How are stars formed?



27 April 2017  

Stars are born in clouds as these:

•Giant Molecular clouds
•Very thin, low-density 
cloud
  (10,000 atoms per cm3)
• Very cold, T~10-20 K, so 
molecules can form --> 
molecular cloud
•Made mostly of H (75%) 
and He (23-25%) gas and a 
bit of heavier atoms (<2%). 
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Cluster Formation
Gravitational Vs Thermal 
energy 
Mcloud~103 Msun

Rcloud~ Lt yrs

Fragmentation 
fragments lead to the 
formation of a star cluster 

 Stars are not born in 
isolation!

 They are always born in 
groups

All field stars are from 
clusters
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The Pleiades
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HR Diagram for star clusters
Zero-age main 

sequence 
(ZAMS)

Turn-off point
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 Open Cluster Parameters

Membership
Reddening
Distance
Age
Variable/Peculiar 
Stars
IMF, LF
Mass  Segregation
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Membership

Proper Motion
Hipparchos
Tycho
Others
Spectroscopic 
Photometric
Others

Back

file:///home/priya/presentations/%2Fuma.gif
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Pleiades distance problem
Open star clusters like the 
Pleiades and Hyades are 
perfect proving grounds for 
models of stellar evolution 
because their stars all have 
the same age and 
composition yet exhibit a wide 
range of masses. 

Hence  it's critical that 
astronomers know the 
clusters' distances precisely.

Ground-based methods had consistently shown that the Pleiades lie about 
435 light-years (133 parsecs) away. 

According to Hipparcos, the cluster has a distance of just 392 light-years 
(120.2 parsecs), supposedly with an error of less than 1%.
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Gaia Pleiades distance
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Pleiades 

 Determine parallax of Pleiades (following Gaia-DR1 paper)
 Cone search TGAS within 5◦ of Pleiades
 Plot pmra vs pmdec
 Identify comoving sources, create subset graphically
 Plot parallax histogram of comoving subset
 Restrict subset further to exclude parallax outliers
 Use Statistics window to determine cluster μ , σ
 Visualise cluster and non-cluster sources: in 3d space, showing 

proper motions

 Courtsey: Mark Taylor, TOPCAT and how to use it for Gaia, 
Gaia DR1 Workshop, ESAC, Madrid. 
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 7.4424 \pm 0.27

= 134.36 \pm
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Gaia Data Releases
Gaia DR1 contains:

The five-parameter astrometric solution - positions, parallaxes, and proper motions - for stars in common 
between the Tycho-2 Catalogue and Gaia is released. 

Second release: April 2018

Five-parameter astrometric solutions for all sources with acceptable formal standard errors (>109 
anticipated), and positions (α, δ) for sources for which parallaxes and proper motions cannot be derived.

G and integrated GBP and GRP photometric fluxes and magnitudes for all sources.

Median radial velocities for sources brighter than GRVS=12 mag.

For stars brighter than G=17 mag estimates of the effective temperature and, where possible, line-of-sight 
extinction will be provided, based on the above photometric data.

Photometric data for a sample of variable stars., Epoch astrometry for a pre-selected list of  >10,000 
asteroids 

Third release: (TBC)  

Orbital solutions, together with the system radial velocity and five-parameter astrometric solutions, for 
binaries having periods between 2 months and 75% of the observing time will be released., Object 
classification and astrophysical parameters, together with BP/RP spectra and/or RVS spectra they are 
based on, will be released for spectroscopically and (spectro-)photometrically well-behaved objects., 
mean radial velocities will be released for those stars not showing variability and with available 
atmospheric-parameter estimates. 
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Fourth release: (TBC)

Variable-star classifications will be released together with the epoch photometry used for 
the stars.

Solar-system results will be released with preliminary orbital solutions and individual epoch 
observations.

Non-single star catalogues will be released. 

Final release: 2022  

Full astrometric, photometric, and radial-velocity catalogues.

All available variable-star and non-single-star solutions.

Source classifications (probabilities) plus multiple astrophysical parameters (derived from 
BP/RP, RVS, and astrometry) for stars, unresolved binaries, galaxies, and quasars. 
Some parameters may not be available for faint(er) stars.

An exo-planet list.

All epoch and transit data for all sources.

All ground-based observations made for data-processing purposes.
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